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Robotics

Experts in Man and Machine
EN
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Founded

1892
in Horgen, Switzerland

600
R&D specialists
and application
engineers

industrial
segments

15
industrial
production
sites

Business 
Units in

29
countries

granted or pending patents

5700
employees
worldwide

2000
Sales & customer
service engineers

2200

20
1.4
billion Swiss francs
(CHF) turnover

CHF

Originally founded in 1892 as a small work-

shop in Horgen (Zurich), today Stäubli is 

an international Group headquartered in 

Pfäffikon, Switzerland, operating with over 

5,700 employees in 29 countries on four 

continents.

Stäubli is focusing on differentiation and 

growing businesses with strong future 

potential. Operational excellence, focus as 

well as strategic investments enable Stäubli 

to grow and take a leading position in the 

defined businesses and markets.

Innovation and sustainability are part of 

Stäubli’s DNA: high-quality industrial and 

innovative mechatronic solutions as well as 

customer proximity will remain a success 

factor.

Passion and family spirit make Stäubli 

unique. Our people make the difference – 

therefore we continuously invest in the  

development of our employees. 

Quality and reliability have been the driv-

ing force of Stäubli since 1892. Long-term 

business activities and independence are 

key factors in Stäubli’s success.

Stäubli history and DNA
OUR IDENTITY

Stäubli is a global industrial and mechatronic solution provider 

with four Divisions: Electrical Connectors, Fluid Connectors, 

Robotics and Textile. We are enabling customers to increase 

their productivity in different industrial sectors. 

Electrical Connectors Fluid Connectors Robotics Textile

An international Group with  
a passion for innovation

OUR DIVISIONS

Stäubli Electrical Connectors develops 

unique technological solutions for every in-

dustry. Our electrical connectors, designed 

for standard or custom applications, meet 

the highest requirements for efficiency, 

productivity and quality. We create con-

nections for life.

At Stäubli Fluid Connectors we cover 

 connection needs for all types of fluids, 

 gases and electrical power. Our standard and 

customized products, including quick and 

dry disconnect couplings,  multiconnection 

solutions, safety break-away couplings, 

tool changers and quick mold change sys-

tems, combine performance, quality, safety, 

 dependability and durability.

Stäubli Robotics’ unique product  portfolio 

contains 4 and 6 axis industrial robots, 

 cobots and mobile robotics. The powerful, 

high precision solutions allow our clients in 

many demanding industries to tackle the 

challenges of Industry 4.0 under specific 

manufacturing conditions. 

Starting off as a technological pioneer and 

reliable partner in the weaving  industry, 

Stäubli Textile has been developing and 

 producing high-quality systems since 

1892. Our comprehensive range of proven 

 machines and automation solutions allows 

weaving mills to optimize their production 

process and increase productivity.
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Reaching beyond general manufacturing and automotive, Stäubli 

Robotics is now eyeing leadership in pharmaceutical, medical robotics, 

food and photovoltaics thanks to its products’ market-leading quality 

standards, as well as leveraging its AGV expertise. An endeavor 

underpinned by long-term partnerships, customer collaboration, 

unmatched performance and the passion of its people.

A leading international player 
in industrial automation

STÄUBLI ROBOTICS

A growth strategy built on clear execution guidelines

An ambitious yet realistic target: Become the 

partner of choice in our focus areas.

Adding value to your business through 

five drivers 
	● Unmatched performance in ever-harsher 

settings, paired with best-in-class total 

cost of ownership.
	●  Close collaboration combining your 

application know-how with our 

 r obotics expertise to deliver outstanding 

 automation solutions.
	● Co-development with market leaders 

in our priority sectors, with a dedicated 

global organization for each one.

	● Nurturing long-term satisfaction of 

our customers through an enhanced 

presence in the field and an expanded 

service offering.
	● Increasing our innovation bandwidth 

through a ramped-up investment plan 

coupled with open innovation, to ensure 

we develop sustainably.

Focusing on three areas of use 
	● High-end applications, where our 

high-performance robots are an  

especially good fit due to their  

excellent  kinematic performance and 

environmental compatibility. We help 

our customers to automate their  

production in extreme and demanding 

environments.
	● Pharmaceutical, food, medical  robotics 

and photovoltaics: Here, we want 

to build leading positions through 

 unmached cycle times, new  benefits and 

options, next-generation  applications 

and  expanded partner networks.
	● Developing solutions for smart  factories 

where the acquisition of WFT has  

 enabled significant expansion in the 

AGV business.

Development of Stäubli Robotics

Become the partner of choice in our focused areas
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Deliver unmatched 
performance

Value drivers5

Focus areas3
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Close collaboration 
with our customers

Drive development 
with market leaders

Nurture long-team 
customer satisfaction

Increase innovation 
bandwidth
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Application expert in 

General Industry

Leadership in pharmaceutical, food, medical 

robotics and photovoltaics

Build leadership in 

Factory Automation

“The robotics industry 
offers a world of 
possibilities, as it is 
the cornerstone of the 
fourth and fifth industrial 
revolutions. Robots are 
closely associated with 
cutting-edge technologies 
like vision systems, 
machine learning, man-
machine collaboration, 
mobility and industrial 
connectivity.”

“Our technologies are continuously evolving to 
support the changing needs of our customers 
across our focused markets.”
Christophe Coulongeat 
Robotics Executive President
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For the food sector, our robots boost pro-

ductivity and efficiency while reducing the 

contamination risks and support automation 

needs of this industry.

Food

Our robots blend hygiene and accuracy to 

meet the strict requirements of the health-

care and life science industries.

Pharmaceutical

Automation solutions dedicated to the fast- 

innovative automotive industry  – enabling 

productivity, flexibility and traceability in 

production.

Automotive

Stäubli robots can meet the needs of the 

metal working sector thanks to their high 

dynamic precision, reliability and enclosed 

structure.

Metal

Stäubli features a complete range of robotic 

solutions focusing on the specific needs of 

solar cell and module manufacturing. Discover 

our solutions.

Photovoltaics

Operation robots, medical robots or assis-

tance robots for surgery – what counts is 

precision and patient safety.

Medical Robotics
When you require speed, precision and 

reliability, Stäubli robots are the right solution. 

Whatever your industry, automotive, metal, 

photovoltaics, food, pharmaceutical, 

medical robotics, no matter how sensitive 

your environment, including cleanroom 

standards, you can count on Stäubli robots 

to be effective under any conditions. We 

always deliver to full capability.

Robots designed for every 
application and every industry

MARKETS AND APPLICATIONS

Our comprehensive offering of robots – industrial,  collaborative, 

mobile and AGV – are all industry 4.0 compliant to support 

your industry transformation.

Photovoltaics
Semiconductor 

And many  
more

MedicalPharmaceutical Metal 
Machine tools 

FoodAutomotive
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Electronics

Our ESD robot range meets all the require-

ments of the electronics industry. Our 4 and 6 

axis robots are designed to prevent electro- 

static discharges in order to safely handle 

electronic components. They can operate 

in EPA (ESD Protected Area) for various 

applications such as Printed Circuit Board 

(PCB) assembly, any kind of part inspection 

or testing and packaging of electronic con-

sumer goods.

Cleanroom

Cleanroom robots were designed from the 

outset to comply with the stringent require-

ments of cleanroom environments. They 

offer the added advantages of superior 

throughput capabilities, with field tested  

reliability in 24/7 industrial environments.

Aseptic

Our customers and leading pharmaceuti-

cal companies place trust in our solutions. 

This gave our engineers a leg up when 

The TX2touch is a unique range of cobots 

designed for safe Man Robot Collaboration 

while maintaining high productivity. It offers 

safe operation thanks to its advanced skin 

technology.

Windows-based software workbench for 

offline development and online operations 

on a PC.

Flexible and powerful software solutions 

hosted on the controllers.

The mobile robot system (MRS) allows 

flexible use of robot technology at different 

workstations within smart production.

Whatever the challenge, our modular AGV 

platforms series deliver the right solution 

moving payload up to 450 tons with a large 

add-ons portfolio.

The ultracompact counterbalance fork-

lift FL090 is able to move pallets fully 

 automated throughout your manufacturing 

 environment.

Complete line of 4 and 6 axis robots de-

signed to handle payloads up to 130 kg. 

Several versions are available for sensitive 

environments, from cleanrooms to harsh 

conditions.

Specialized line

One of the ways in which Stäubli stands 

apart is our tailored approach to prod-

uct development. Each of our ranges 

is co-developed with leading industry 

partners to fulfill the needs of a specific 

market. This expert mindset drives in-

novation, as with our Stericlean family 

for the pharmaceuticals sector and the 

HE (hygienic and humid environments) 

robots that have revolutionized the food 

industry, and carves out a compelling 

competitive advantage. Whether oper-

ating in electronics, cleanrooms, asep-

tic or hygienic/humid environments, you 

benefit from distinct specifications and 

pacesetting performance such as high 

speed, precision and stiffness. 

Industrial robots

Collaborative robots Stäubli Robotics Suite Stäubli Robotics Controls

Mobile robot systemAGV platforms AGV forklift

adapting our well-known range of indus-

trial  cleanroom robots to new hydrogen 

peroxide decontamination standards. Our 

complete range of Stericlean robots meets 

the most stringent requirements for phar-

maceutical and cleanroom applications.

Hygienic – humid

All around the world, the food industry 

makes extensive use of industrial robots, 

particularly HE robots for hygienic and hu-

mid environments. Stäubli’s HE robotic arms 

have become the market leader thanks to 

their compliant and unique design, un-

matched technical performance and ability 

to completely eliminate bacterial contam-

ination risks. This major innovation has 

revolutionized the food industry. HE robots 

are also developed for applications within 

harsh environments such as waterjet cut-

ting, washing-cleaning or deburring.

A unique industrial robot range, 
cobots, mobile robot systems  
and AGV for many industries

OUR ROBOT LINE

Our products are designed for and with our customers 

by passionate engineers in order to generate outstanding 

performances along product life.

“Stäubli robots are 
designed for complete 
integration, programming 
and maintenance, to fully 
optimize your total cost of 
ownership.” 
Philippe Dejean
R&D Officer – Stäubli Robotics
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ROBOTICS

Our people are the driving 
engine of our growth  
and success
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Industry 4.0 is here. Connecting your ro-

bots using software, Stäubli’s SCOPE is a 

data-driven solution based on 40 years of 

expertise. It optimizes your maintenance 

processes and anticipates breakdowns, 

bringing you ever closer to zero downtime.

SCOPE extends the lifetime of your fleet by 

highlighting the stresses in your process 

and optimize available ressources. A solu-

tion that is Smart, Connects, Optimizes, 

Prevents and Enables, it hinges on both live 

information to detect issues and problems 

Increasing your plant’s 
productivity with SCOPE

Combined, our products deliver on the three 

factors of Industry 4.0, namely performance, 

mobility and connectivity, which helps you 

convert big data into smart data to run smart 

factories.

Smart solution

With access to analytics and robot data in 

one dashboard, you oversee your fleet’s  

operating status and receive deep analysis 

of robot kinematics.

Connect up to 50 robots

As a new hardware platform, SCOPE allows 

you to connect your fleet both together and 

to different system layers.

Optimize to reduce stress and increase 

OEE (overall equipment effectiveness)

Improve your robot performance and trajec-

tories, adjusting to your production capaci-

ty, monitor energy comsumption and extend  

your robot lifespan.

Prevent downtime

With an overall view of your fleet, you can 

schedule preventive maintenance. You also 

have easy access to remote assistance.

Enable your plant

New features are regularly introduced. You 

benefit from updates that are tailored to your 

needs.

As SCOPE is developed and adopted, 

it will continue to boost smart industry  

performance. We are improving predic-

tive maintenance by leveraging IOT and AI  

together, and we fully intend to make down-

time a thing of the past.

“SCOPE will be an 
enabler for a wide range 
of possibilities to boost 
the performance of the 
smart industry. The 
gradual development and 
adoption of SCOPE will 
enable future functionalities 
in order to optimize 
processes and trajectories, 
anticipate breakdowns 
and reach zero downtime. 
What we are developing 
is a combination between 
IOT and AI for predictive 
maintenance.”
Stéphane Blanc
Head of Robotics User Software

INDUSTRY 4.0 COMPLIANT

before they become warnings, and deep 

analysis to manage motion, position and 

velocity. Behind each aspect of SCOPE is a 

feature that takes your plant further.
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Knowing your robots inside out

Stäubli technicians pamper your robots like 

no other. As the manufacturer, they have 

years of experience and treat your robots to 

efficient and proficient care.

Our goal throughout the entire life cycle of 

the product is to exceed your expectations 

with our exceptional service and providing 

you with customized solutions.

Robots always ready

Detecting and eliminating deterioration is cru-

cial to keeping your robots running smoothly 

and extending their service life. Our highly 

trained technicians can identify a lapse in 

performance ahead of everyone else.

Response in record time

Since downtime is costly, Stäubli  specialists 

appear in record time. Based all over the 

world and always on call, they are ready to 

help on site when you need it most. 

Stäubli Services, a team 
committed to helping you

SERVICES AND SUPPORT 

For the entire life cycle of your robot, our aim is to exceed your 

expectations by delivering a 5-star service and providing you tailored 

solutions. You rely on your equipment running at top performance. 

That performance includes quality service. At Stäubli, we commit to 

our customers in three ways:

“We build our teams from 
all over the world in order 
to pursue the values that 
have always driven us: 
customer proximity and 
quality of service.”
Adrien Brouillard
Global Head of Customer Services

On-site support

Our teams of qualified technicians are able 

to intervene quickly on-site to provide you 

the necessary assistance.

Hotline

Our hotline offers quick contact with our 

Stäubli technicians.

Spare parts

We provide a complete range of spare 

parts specific to your equipment.

Customer portal

Thanks to our customer portal, you can 

easily access all the information of your 

robot.

Preventive maintenance

Highly trained technicians, supported by a 

global network of maintenance technicians, 

are there to maintain your robot and keep 

your production running.

Training

Strengthen your staff skills with  

Stäubli Robotics Academy.  

80%
Remote resolution rate

200
Service engineers
around the world

MAINTENANCE

Maximize uptime  
of your robots

Preventive maintenance is the best way to 

protect your robot investment, limit main-

tenance costs and ensure a high level of 

productivity. Maintenance service extends 

the lifetime of your robots. 
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Highly flexible material 
flow

14 high-precision AGVs 
with 4,5-ton load capacity 

Agile 4,5-ton AGV compact foot-
print and embedded lift unit for 

high flexibility

More momentum in roll transport thanks to AGVs

SUCCESS STORIES SUCCESS STORIES

In HERMA’s halls, huge rolls of paper 

are transported and transferred without 

 interruption, fully automatically and with the 

highest precision. As a leading  European 

specialist for packaging and product 

 l  abeling, the Swabian company relies on 

14 Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) 

from Stäubli WFT. The  omnidirectional 

 vehicles integrate seamlessly into the 

 local conditions and the infrastructure and 

 communicate with a multitude of relevant 

interfaces – from the conveyor system to 

the  warehouse  management system. For 

 HERMA all this means continuous material 

flow in  three-shift operation.

The quest for perfection: robot-assisted surgery

Zimmer Biomet’s ROSA® technology, which 

equips over 200 hospitals, consists of two 

mobile units next to the operating table. 

The first unit has a camera to monitor the 

movements of the other unit, which uses a 

Stäubli six-axis robot. The robot arm holds 

the instrument and performs its move-

ments in  parallel to those displayed on the 

 monitor. The surgeon’s limited field of vision 

is  offset by the use of imaging  technology 

and  assisted navigation. The system 

 detects any change in body position and 

 constantly  adjusts the parameters, ensuring 

the  precision of the instrument’s trajectory. 

Robotics- assisted surgery, where possible, 

enables  minimally invasive incisions. 

The new SCARA series: 
enclosed design for 

cleanroom applications

The cell’s integrated quality 
assurance system guarantees 

zero-defect production

The compact system occupies 
only eight square meters

Read more

https://bit.ly/3AxKK4S
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SUCCESS STORIES SUCCESS STORIES

Fully robotized inspection of watch movements

Fleurier Ebauches SA (Val de Travers, Swit-

zerland) tests the movements it makes for 

Chopard wristwatches in an extremely strin-

gent way. Before inspection could be robot-

ized, highly complex logistics and employee 

planning were called for. The integrator TCI 

Engineering SA created a compact robotic 

cell in which a Stäubli TX2-60 robot – which 

is both clean (encapsulated structure for ISO 

5 cleanrooms) and silent (to allow acoustic 

inspection) – fully automates the Chrono-

scope Witschi M10 measuring system. Only 

the tray loading and unloading is done man-

ually. As a result, employees can focus on 

tasks that deliver greater value.
Ten watches measured 

simultaneously in six main 
wearing positions

Up to 11,400 vials 
manufactured per day

Standalone cell for 
24-hour operation

High productivity thanks to the 
speed and precision of Stäubli  

TX2-60 Stericlean

Very low noise: no disruption of 
acoustic inspections

Outstanding hygienic qualities 
and wash-down capabilities

High productivity and precision in hygienic environments

Freeze drying or lyophilization is a com-

mon process in pharmaceutical production. 

Feeding and unloading with robots makes 

double sense: it increases performance and 

productivity and ensures the highest hy-

gienic standards. The Dara Pharma Group, 

based in Barcelona (Spain), designs and 

manufactures filling and freeze drying ma-

chines for vials, bottles, syringes and car-

tridges. These machines are part of complex 

and flexible production lines such as wash-

ing, sterilizing and packaging. 

In designing a new machine line for lyo-

philization, the Dara engineers aimed for 

the highest grade of automation, while at 

the same time ensuring the highest hygien-

ic standards. They developed a robot-based 

nesting and loading/unloading station for 

trays with vials and chose Stäubli TX2-60 

Stericlean robots due to their flexibility and 

adaptability, as well as outstanding hygienic 

qualities and wash-down capability.

Read more

https://bit.ly/3D2YxDo
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Global presence  
of the Stäubli Group
www.staubli.com

Stäubli Units Representatives / Agents


